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Some new constructions of mutually orthogonal Latin sqL=es are shown. Moreover, if N(n) 
denotes the maximum number of mutually orthogonal Lsltin squares of order n. then it is 
proved that N(n)~7 for n > 1750. 
1. Introdwtion 
Let k 22, t 2 1 be given. By a transversal design TD(k, t) we mean a triple 
(X, 3, Se), where X is a set of points, 93 = {G1,. . . , Gk} is a partition of X into k 
subsets Gi, called groups, and & is a class of subsets Ai of X, calleld blocks, if (i) 
IGil = t for every Gi E 3, (ii) I%\= k, (iii) IGi fl Ai ( = 1 for every Gi E 93 and every 
Ai E Sa, (iv) every set {x, y) c X, such that n: and y belong to distinct groups, is 
contained in exactly one block of d. 
Note that a TD(k, t) contains t2 blocks. 
A parallel class of blocks is a subfamily of disjoint blocks the union of which 
is X. 
A resolvable transversal design RTD(k, t) is a transversal design TD(k, t) in 
which the family ~4 can be partitioned into t parallel classes, t blocks in each class. 
It is known [J] that a RTD(k, t) exists if and only if a TD(k + 1, t) exists. 
Let (X, 5% a) ‘be a TD(k, t). A sub-TD(k, r’) is a triple (Y, 9,3) which is itself a 
TD(k, t’) with Yc X, 9 ={P1,. . . , I’k}, Pi t Gi, laia k and 3 c.d. Suppose 
each (Yi, Pi, pi), 1 g i 6 U, is a sub-TD( k, ti) of (X, 3, .&) which is a TD( k, t). The 
su,b-TD’s are said to be disjoint if Yi fl Y;- = $i for i j= j. 
In what follows we make use of the following VALD remarks: 
Remark 1.1. If k s t, then transversal design TD(k, t) contains at least two 
disjoint blocks [ 121. 
Remark 1.2. The existence of a set of k - 2 mutually orthogonal Latin squares of 
order t is equivalent to the existence of a TD(k, t) (see [ 11). 
Let N(n) denote the maximum number of mutua!ly orthogonal Latin squares crf 
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order n. It us well known that N(n) Q n - 1 and the equality holds if n is a prime 
power. 
Let n, denote the smallest integer such that N(n)ar for every n > q. Bt was 
proved that n2=6[2], n,c14[11], n,CS2[S, 121, nSg62[4], n,c76[9,12,14], 
n, d 2862 [3,9], n8 d 7768 [3,93* 
Most presently known lower bounds for N(n) may be obtained by means of the 
following six theorems: 
Tbe4Jrem 1.1. If n = pylp> *. * p> is the factorization of n into powers of distinct 
primes pi, then 
N(n)s min (p?- 1) 
IGiSr 
Tbeorern 1.2. Let. (X, %,a) be a TD(k+r, t), where %={G,, . . . , Gk, 
H ,,.... H,}. Let A,, n=l,2 ,..., t2, be the blocks of the TD(k + r, t). Let SC 
Z&U ..*UH,,]S]=a u,,=IA,nSl, hi=JSnHj(, j=1,2,...,r,rtaOandassume 
(i) for each j = 1, . . . , r, there exists a TD( k, hi); 
(ii) foreach n=l,..., t2, there exists a TD(k, m + y,) in which there may be 
found u,, disjoint blocks. 
Then there exists a TD(k, mt + s). 
Thearem 1.3. Zf OsuGt, then 
N(mt+ u)amin(N(m), N(m + l), N(t)- 1, N(u)). 
The&em 1.4. Zf 0 d u, u c t, then 
N(mt + u + u) >min{N(m), N(m + l), N(m + 2), N(t) -2, N(u), N(v)). 
Theorem L5. Zf t >$(r - l)(r- 2), then 
N(mt+r)Zmin{N(m),N(m -k I), N(m+2), N(t)-r). 
Theorem 1.6. Zf 0 G w s t, then 
N(mt + w)amin(N(m), N(m + l), N(m + w)- 1, N(t)- w). 
Al! the theorems remain valid if we put N(0) = N(1) = (30. 
Theorem 1.1 is due to MacNeish [7] and Mann [8], Theorem 1.6 was proved by 
Wojtas [13], the other theorems were proved by Wilson [12]. 
The purpose of this paper is to give some generalizations of the last five 
theor ms. New construc:ions of mutuallily orthogonal Latin squares obtained here 
alir w MY prove that n7 d 1750. 
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2. A generalization of a theorem of Wilson 
Before stating the ma.in result of the parer we shall prove 
Lemma 2.1. Zf there exist transversal designs TD(k + r, t), TD(k, m), TD(k, m + 1) 
and TD(k, m + r), then there exists a TD(k, ml+ r). 
If there exist transversal designs TD(k, tj and TD(k, m ) then there exists a 
TD(k, mt). 
Proof. Let (X, %, &) be a TD(k +r, t), where % ={G1,. . . , Gk, HI,, . . , H,]. Let 
S={q ,..., &)C.H&J... UH, be formed by selecting one point q from each 
group Hi, l-1 -=z. sr, in such a way that all the points of S are contained in one 
block, say Al, of the TD(k + r, t). Denote p = G, U - - - U Gk. For each block 
A,, E ~4.. we put AZ= A, nX?, S,, = A, US, U, = IA, n S[. We conlstruct a 
TD(k, n?t + r) on the set of points X” = (P x M) U (I x S) where M is a set of m 
points, Z={l,2,. . . , k}. As groups we take %* = (Gy.. . . . Gt} where G” = 
(GiXM) U({i}X S), i = 1,2,. . . , k. Note that u1 = r and for every A,, such that 
n f 1, u, = 0 or 1. The blocks are obtained as follows: 
For each A,, E Sa, construct a transversal design TD,(k, m + k) with point set 
Y,, = (A: x M) U (I x S,), groups 
f~=((.4~flGi)xM)U({i}>(S,.). i=l,2,...,k 
and blocks !%,,. For n # 1 we may perform the construction SO that Z X {Xi}, Xi E S,, 
is a block’of B’,. We delete this block and denote the remaining blocks of a,, by 
%L, n=2,3 ,..., t2. We put 98 = U 93; where the summation is taken over 
n=2,3 ,..., 1’. Put &*=BIU%. 
Then (X”, %*, s4*) is a TD(k, mt+ r). 
The verification can be done along lines similar to those used in the proof of 
Theorem 1.1 [12]. 
Let a TD(k + r, t) of Lemma 2.1 contain d disjoint blocks, say A,, AZ, . . . , Ad 
where A, is the distinguished block in the proof. Then u, = 0 for n = 2,3, . . . , d. 
Denote P,, = (P;, . . . , PL}. Considering triples (Y,, P,, 53,). n = 2, . . . , d. which 
are TD(k, m) we get 
RemarL 2.1. If a TD(k + r, t) of Lemma 2.1 contains d disjoint blocks, then 
there are d - 1 disjoint sub-TD(k, m) of the TD(k, mr + r). Moreover, if r = 0, 
then there are d such sub-TD(k, m). 
Now we shall prove the main result of the paper. 
Theorem 2.1. Let (X, %,94) be a TD(k + r, t) where % ={Gl, . . . , G. 
HI, - - -, II,). Let S and Q be disjoint subsets of HI U * * * U H, and ISI = S, IQI = % 
ISnHi)=si, lQnHiI=qi, i=3,2,...,r. ForeachA,E& putu,=IA,nSl. v,= 
(A, n Ql. Let ml, m2 20 be given and assume: 
(ij there exists a TD(k, nl,) if v, f 0 for at least one block A, E ~4 ; 
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(ii) thrre exists a TD( k, ml + 1) if u,, f 0 and II,, # 0 for at least one block 
A,E&; 
(iii) foreach i=l,2,..., r, there exists a TD(k, W& where wi = ml qi + q ; 
(iv) for each block A,, E ~4 such that v,, = 0, there exists a TD(k, m %rnz + u,,) in 
which there may be found IA,, disjoint blocks 
(v) for each biock A,, E& such that v,, is 0, there exists a TD(k, ml + 4) in 
which there may be found u, disjoint blocks 
(vi) for each block A, E& such that v, # 0 and u,, # 0, there exists a 
TD(k + u,,, mz+ ry,,,i in which there may be found II,, + 1 disjoint blocks 
(vii) for Pnch block A,, E & such that v,# 0 and u,, = 0, there exists a 
TD(k, m,+ u,) in which there may be found tin disjoint blocks. 
Then there exists a TD(k, m,m,t+m,q+s). 
Pmof. Let X”=GIu- U Gk. For each block .A, E &, we put A”,= A,, n Xi, 
S,, = A,, 17 S, Q,, = A,, n Q. We construct a TD(k, l~~lm,t +mlq + s) on the set of 
points X = (X“ x M) U (I x (M’ x Q U S)) where M and M’ are sets of m lm2 and 
m, points respectively and Z = { 1,2, . . . , k). AB gro~qs we take %* = (GT, . . . , Gz) 
where GF=(GixM)U({i}x(M’xQUS)), i= 1,2,...,k. The blocks are ob- 
tained as follows: 
For each block A, E a such that v,, = 0 construct a TD( k, m,m,+ u,) with point 
set (A~xM)lJ(ZxS,), groups (AO,nGi)xMU({i}xS,;,, i=l,2,...,k and 
blocks91R,.If u,,#Oand S,,=(z ,,..., z,,}. we can do it, by (iv), in such a way that 
Zx{zJ,j=1,2,... , z+,, are blocks of 46,. We de?ete these blocks and denote the 
remaining blocks of $3” by $3;. We put $33 = u93A:, where the summation is taken 
over all iz for which t), = 0. 
For each block A, E Se such that v, # 0, construct a TD(k, mI(mz + v,) -+ u,) 
with point set (AZ X M) U (I X (M’ X Q,, U S,)), groups (AO, f7 Gi) X MU 
({i)x(M’xQ,US,)), i= 1,2,. .., k, and blocks 9”. By Remark 2.1 and (v), we 
can construct a TD(k, mI(m2+ u,,)+ k) which contains II,, disjoint sub- 
7Di(k, m,), i= 1,2,. . . , II,,, and disjoint from them u, disjoint blocks. The 
sub-TD,(k, m,), j= 1,2,. . . , u,,, is constructed on the point set Z x M’ x (z;}. The 
groups are {i}x M’x {.$, j = 1,2,. . . , v,,, where {z;, z;, . . . , z:,)= Q,,. The above 
u, disjoint blocks are Ix {zi}, j = 1,2, . . . , u,,,, where {z,, z2, . . . , z%} - &. We 
delete from 9” t’le blocks of the Sub-TDj(k, m,), j = 1,2, . . . , v,, and the disjoint 
from them blocks Z 3: { tj), i = 1,2, . . . , rq, and denote the remaining blocks by 9;. 
We put 9= U@,, where the summati&m is taken over all n for which v,, # 0. 
At last, by (iii), we construct a TD(k, wi) on zhe set of points Ix 
f(M’xQUS)fIZ$} with groups {i}x((M’xQUS)nEZi}, i= 1, 2,. . . , k, and 
blocks %$ forj=l, 2 ,..., r. 
Put ccQ*=9#uu9uC&,u%3J~~~ U V,. We shall show that (X*, %*, Se”) is a 
TD(k, m,m2t+ m,q+s). 
The points of X* are of the form (i) (g, a), g E G, a E M or (ii) (i, z), i E Z, z E S 
or (‘&,I (i, b, z’), i E I, b EM’, Z’E Q. 
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From the definition of %* it follows that to complete the proof it suffices to 
show that the blocks of .& contain exactly once each pair of the form 
(1) {(gi, a,), (gi, a,)), i # ig gi E Gi, gj E Gj, 
(21 {(gj, ah (t zll7 i# i9 gj E Gj, 
(3) i(gj9 a), (i, h dl9 i # i9 gj E Gj, 
(4) -Kir, br, 2% (i2, h2, x$)1, ilfi iz, 
(5) {(iI, b, 2’). (i;, z)), i, f i2, 
(6) {(iI, zd, (h k)), il f i2. 
To this effect, remark that: 
(1’) If gi E Gi, gj E Gj, i # j, then for exactly one block A,, E Sa, {gi, gj} c A, : 
hence {(g,, a,), (gi, a,)}, where yzl, USE M, occurs in exactly one block of -%~U.Z%$,. 
(2’) If gi E Gj, z E S, then for exactly one block A, E SB, {gj, Z} c A,, ; hence 
{(Sj? a), Ik Z)l, w h ere i # j, a E A4, occurs in exactly one block of 8 k U Sf,. 
(3’) If gj E Gj, z’ E Q, then for exactly one block A,, E & (g,, z’} c A, ; hence 
‘[(gj, a), (i, b, z’)), w h ere i # j, a E M and b E M’, occurs in exactly one block of Sl,. 
(4’) If z; c HP., z$ E H4, p f q, then for exactly one block 4, E s& {zi, z$} t A, 
and hence {(iI, b,, z;), (i2, b2, z;)}, i,f i2, occurs in exactly one block of 4;; if 
{z;, zh)c HP, i, # i2, then {(iI, bl, zi), (i2, b2, ~5)) occurs in exactly one block of (6, 
(5’) Hf z E HP, Z’E H& p # q, then for exactly one block A,, E Sp, {z, L’} c A, and 
hence {(iI, b, z’), (iz, z)), i + iz, occurs in exactly one block of SL; if (z, z’} c HP, 
i,# iz, then {(i,, b, z’), (i2, 2)) occurs in exactly one block of %‘,,. 
(6’) If z, E HP, ,QE Hq, p?f q, then for exactly one block A, ES~, {zi, Z*}C A, 
and hence {(i,, z,), (i2, z,)}, ilf i2, occurs in exactly one block of 3kU 9;; if 
(2,. ZJC HP, Z1# iz, then {ii,. zl), (i2, z2)} occurs in exactly one block of V$,. 
The proof is complete. 
If m2= 1 and u,, = 0 for n = 1,2, . . . , f2, we get Theorem 1.2. 
3. Corstruetions 
We shall derive a number of corollaries now. 
Theorem 3.1 Zf 0 s w s t, then 
N(mt + w) >min(N(m), N(m + l), R’(m + w ), N(t) - ~1. 
Proof. In Lemma 2.1 let r = w. Set k - 2 to the indicated minimum. Then, by 
Remark 1.2, transversal designs TD(k + w, t), TD(L, m), TD(R, m + 1) and 
TD(ic, m + w) exist. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1, a TD(k, mt+ w) exists and 
N(n<t + w) 3 k - 2. 
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Tbeiorem 3.2. If u, ua0, w+vSr, n = m,mzt+mlu+u, then 
N(n)>mmin{N(m,), N(m,+ I), N(mlm,), N(mlmz-+- l), N(t)- 1, N(m,u+v)}. 
Roof. Let k - 2 be the indicated minimum. Then transversal designs TD(k, ml), 
TD(k, mz+ I), TD(k, mlml), TD(k, mlm,+ I), TDCk + “-, t) and ‘Wk, mlu + u) 
exist. In Thorem 2.1 let r = 1. Since u + aJ G t we can find disjoint subsets S and 
Q of H,, where ISI = u, IQ,1 = u. Then for each block A,, of the TDCk + 1, t), either 
q, := 0 and u, = 0 or 1, or u,, =O and v, = 0 or 1. Theorem 2.1 asserts the 
existence of a TD(k, n). Hence N(n) 2 k - 2. 
T&or- 3,3. Zf OS u G 1, n = ml(m,t+ u), then 
N(n)~min{N(m,), N(m,+ l), N(m,mz), N(t)- 1, N(m,u)}. 
BEoof. Follows from Theorem 2.1 if we let S = 8. Then for each block A,, of the 
TD(k + 1, t). u, = 0. 
Tlreorem 3& If OGu, u&r, n=m,(m,t+u+v), then 
N(n)zmin{N(m,), ZV(mz+ l), N(mp+2), 
N(m,mz), N(t) - 2, Mm,u), Wm&. 
Pro& Let k - 2 be the latter minimum. Then a TD(k + 2, t) exists. In Theorem 
2.1 let r==2,S=9 and choose Q so that [QnH,\=u, \QnH2\=u. For any 
block A, of the TD(k + 2, t), u,, = 0, u,, = 0,l or 2 and transversal designs 
TD(k, m2+ 1) and TD(k, m,+ 2) exist. Since k c m2 + 2 it follows that the 
TD(k, m,+ 2) contains two disjoint blocks (Remark 1.1) so the condition (vii) is 
satisfied. Further, transversal designs TD(k, m,), TD(k, m, m,), TD( k, ml u) and 
TD(k, m,u) exist and, by Theorem 2.1, a TD(k, n) exists. Again N(n) 2 k - 2. 
ThecHesn 3.5. If t >$lr- l)(r- 2), n = m,(mzt + r), then 
~(n)~min{N(m,),N(m,+ l), N(m,?+2), N(mlm,), N(t)-r}. 
Proof. Set k - 2 equal to the indicated minimum. Then a TD( k + r, t) exists. In 
Theorem 2.1 let S ~$3. It is possiblie [:12] to form the set Q = {zl,, . . . , z:} by 
selecting one point z; from each group Hi, 1 si =z r, in such a way that any block 
A, of ;he TD(k + r, Z) contains at most two elements of Q. Then u, = 0,l or 2 and 
transversal design TD(k; m2 + 1) and 1 :.)(k, m2+ 2) exist. Since k d m2 + 2 it 
follows that TD(k, m,+2) contains two disjoint blocks. Further, transversal 
design1 TD(k. m,) and TD(k, m,m,) exist and, by Theorem 2.1, a TD(k, n) exists. 
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Thewem 3.6. Ij: 0 s w s t, n = m, (m,t + w). then 
N(n)~min{JV(m,), Mm,+ 1). I)J(mz+ w)- 1, N(m,m,). N(r)- w}. 
Pro&i. Set k - 2 equal to the latter minimum. Then a TD(L + w, t) exists. In 
Theorem 2.1 let r = w and S = $4. We form the set Q = (2:. . . . , .zL} by <selecting 
one point z: from each group Hi+ 1 si s w, in such a way that all the points 
z;...., z; are contained in one block of the TD(k + w, t). For any block A, of 
the TD(k +.w, t), u, = 0, 1 or w, an;i transversal designs TD(L, m2 + 1) and TD(k + 
1, m2 + w) exist. Hence, a RTDCk, m,+ w) exists and TD(k, m, + w) contains 
m, + w 2 w disjoint blocks. Thus the condition (vii) is satisfied. Finally, transversal 
designs TD(k, m ,) and TD(k, m, mz) exist and, by Theorem 2.1, a TD(k. n) exists. 
Theorem 3.7, Ifn=m,m,t+m,ar+u+w, OGu+uGt. O<wGt. then 
N(n)~min(NIrn,~.N(m,+l),N(m,+l)-2, 
Wnlm2), N(mlm2 + l), N(mlm2 + 2), 
W(m,u+u), N(w). N(t)-2). 
(1) 
Proof. In Theorem 2.1 let r = 2. Denote the latter minimum by k -2. Then a 
TD(k + 2, 1) exists. Since 0 5 u + u 4t and Oswct we can choose S and Q so 
that sl = V, s2 = w, q1 = U, q2 = 0. Further, condition (iii) is satisfied because 
transversal designs TD(k, m, u -f u) and TD(k, w) exist. 
Let A, be any block of the TD(k + 2, t). For each A, such that U, = 0, we have 
% = 0. 1 or 2 and transversal designs TD(k. ml m2 + j). j = 0, 1. 2, exist. Moreover, 
since k <N(m,m2)+2<m,m2+2, the TD(k, m,niz+2) contains two disjoint 
blocks. Hence, (iv) is satisfied. For each block A,, such that U, = 1. we have U, = 0 
or 1 and TD(k, ml) and TD(k. m, + 1) exist. 
From (I) it follows that N(nt,+ l)- 22 k -2. Hence k G m2 and transversal 
designs TD(k i 1, m2 + 1). containing two disjoint blacks, and TD(k. WI,+ 1) exist, 
so conditions (vi) and (vii) are satisfied. 
By Theorem 2.1. a TD(k, n) exists. Therefore N(n) 2 k - 2. 
Remark 3.1. If in Theorem 3.7 we have 13, C m2, then the term N(m, + l)- 2 in 
(1) may be replaced by N(m,+ l)- 1. 
Proof. From ( i b it follows that N(m ,) 2 k - 2. Hence, k s m, + 1 < m2 + 1 and the 
TD( k -t- 1, m,+ 11 contains two disjoint blocks. 
Remark 3.2. If in Theorem 3.7 we have u + u = t, then the tern: N(m,mJ in (1) 
may be omitted. 
Proof. If A, is a block of the TD(k + 2, t) and u, = 0, then u,, = 1 or 2. 
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In [6] van Lint proved that n7- -Z 5036. Later on, a number of papers has been 
written on the evaluation from above of n7 [9,10,13-j. Recently Brouwer [3] 
showed fhat n7 ~22862 and gave a lower bound for the maximum number of 
mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order n for n -C 10 000. From the above it 
folknvs that N(n)37 for n > 1750, n# 2270, 2406, 2410, 2758, 2762, 2766, 
2774, 27r30, 2862. 
In Ta.ble 1 we give some new constructions of seven mutually Latin squares 
(cf. [3j). The necessary constructions can be found again in [3]. We add here that 
N(82)%8. N(100)~8 [lOJ and N(135)27 [3]. 
Combining results obtained in [3] and Table 1 gives N(n) 27 for n > 1260, 
n# 1718, 1722, 1726, 1734, 1740, 1750. 
In particular, we get 
Theorem 4.1. n7 d 1750. 
Table 1 
n Theorem m, m2 ’ u u w 
2862 3.2 17 15 11 3 
2780 3.7 s 10 32 23 
2774 3.3 IY 7 19 13 
2766 3.7 8 10 32 21 
2762 3.7 8 10 32 21 
2758 3.7 8 10 3? 21 
2430 3.7 8 PO 29 6 
2406 3.7 8 10 29 4 
2270 3.7 8 10 27 8 
1742 3.3 13 7 17 IS 
1724 3.2 8 7 29 12 
1706 3.2 8 7 29 10 
1630 3.7 8 10 19 13 
1622 3.7 8 10 19 10 
1614 3.7 8 10 19 10 
1612 3.3 13 7 17 5 
1570 3.7 8 10 19 6 
1492 3.7 8 10 17 14 
1478 3.7 8 10 17 12 
1462 3.7 8 10 17 12 
1460 3.2 8 10 17 12 
1454 3.7 8 10 17 10 
1446 3.7 8 10 17 8 
1442 3.2 8 10 17 10 
1438 3.7 8 10 17 8 
1430 3.4 13 7 13 8 
1422 3.7 8 10 17 7 
1420 3.7 8 10 17 6 
1412 3.7 8 10 17 5 
1332 3.2 16 7 I1 6 
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Table 1 (cont.) 
n Theorem m, m, t u II w 
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1262 3.2 9 15 9 5 
1254 3.3 19 7 9 3 
1246 3.2 9 15 9 3 
1242 3.3 9 15 9 3 
1238 3.2 9 15 9 2 
1132 3.7 8 10 13 10 
1118 3.3 13 7 11 9 
1114 3.7 8 10 13 8 
1110 3.7 8 10 13 7 
1094 3.7 8 10 13 4 
1086 3.7 8 10 13 4 
1084 3.7 8 10 13 3 
1078 3.7 8 10 13 2 
1076 3.7 8 10 13 2 
958 3.7 8 10 11 8 
950 3.7 8 10 11 7 
914 3.2 8 8 13 10 
884 3.3 13 7 9 5 
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